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FOREWORD 

This report presents the results of In-house research conducted by Robert L. Swaim, 
Flight Control Division, Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, Research and Technology 
Division, Air Force Systems Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The work 
was Initiated under Project No. 8219, “Stability and Control Investigations,“ Task No. 821901, 
“Aerothermoelastic Effects on StabiUty and Control.“ This is a final report and concludes 
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ABSTRACT 

larre ,made 0{ problem of providing an automatic control system for a 
large booster subject to severe mode interaction. This interaction is defined as a strone- 
vehi°clpníÍmH1C COUpllng betwe0n the rigid-body motion and one or more elastic modes of the 

as onnosed tr-cfaPs\aiPaaiMan H“61* wen0men0n betWeen rtgld and elastIc degrees of freedom as opposed to classical flutter between two or more elastic degrees of freedom. For the 
booster considered, the interaction resulted in a rigid-body mode static divergence for an 
aerodynamically, statically stable, rigid configuration in the uncontrolled or forward-loop- 

cflli I*! J?' 11 h aS 8uOWn that prellmInary control system design must include the signifl- 
vield -ban n»rk°de3 , , ^ lnteraftion Is Present. A rigid-^dy-only synthesis wiH not 
yield ball-park values tor the control element gains. 

The Investigation revealed that the active control philosophy of using auxlllarv control 

Interaction °l ^ ^ S^lent to Äh7Ä 
Interact °wlthn ,t h h h P . 8 “ ^ notion* “ 18 free-free bending modes which 
fr^enli^T? rlKld"body “otlon, and Input forces cannot alter their mode shapes and 
frequencies. They can be altered only by mass and structural stiffness changes to the basic 
vehicie. The input forces result in changes to elastic mode coupled frequencies and damoinp 
ratios which do not affect the mode interaction phenomenon as defined inThis report. ? g 

ofArWH1Sinha8 th^ ÍV® meanlnKless to 8Peclfy desired transient response in terms 
of closed-loop, short-period frequency and damping ratio as a criterion for control system 
synthesis when the vehicle is subject to severe mode interaction, to general.re ckfsed^ 

rthlTdc6a88eCaZf a™thtredr.ta8wbeIng elaS“C - ln the^veÜl ^ in tMs case new synthesis criteria are needed. Perhaps a better approach would Hp tn 
specify desired time histories for the various controlled variables. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The design of an automatic control system for a large booster Is a very complicated 
and difficult problem since dynamic aeroelastlc degrees of freedom must be Included In 
the analysis. In addition to stabilizing and controlling the rigid-body motion along a pre¬ 
scribed boost trajectory, the control system must be designed to preclude any Instabilities 
In the elastic modes due to structural feedback. This normally has been accomplished by 
the use of various filtering and shaping networks in the control system mechanization. 
The normal or usual approach has been first to establish tentative values for the major 
control element gains which will give the desired closed-loop rigid-body dynamics. This 
constitutes an analysis of a set of very simplified equations of motion In which the transfer 
functions of the various system elements have been taken in their simplest approximate 
form. Once the tentative gains have been selected, more sophisticated analyses are carried 
out In which the elastic modes are Included along with other significant dynamic effects such 
as propellant sloshing and control engine oscillations. Conventional synthesis techniques are 
then used in various stages of complexity to arrive at the electronic networks required to 
ensure compatible and stable performance of the total system. To date most aeroelastlc 
effects have been successfully handled by this rather passive approach of designing around 
the elasticity to avoid aeroelastlc problems with no attempt to actively control it, which 
would Involve a change In the total energy state of the elastic modes. 

It will be shown In this report that active control of some of the lower frequency vibration 
modes will likely be mandatory from a flight control point of view on some future highly 
flexible boosters? not to mention that structural stiffness requirements may also dictate 
such controL By providing suitably phased control Inputs the stiffness and damping of the 
structural dynamics can be artificially augmented, allowing the booster to tolerate larger 
aerodynamic loads without an increase In structural weight or, conversely, tolerate the 
same loading with a lighter structure. 

From the flight control aspect, some form of active elastic mode control may be neces¬ 
sitated by the adverse effects produced by “mode Interaction. This Interaction Is defined 
as a strong aerodynamic coupling between the rigid-body motion and one or more elastic 
modes of the vehicle and is, in fact, a flutter phenomenon between rigid and elastic degrees 
of freedom as opposed to “classical” flutter between two or more elastic degrees of free¬ 
dom. Mode Interaction can occur when the frequencies of one or more elastic modes and the 
transient rigid-body motion are of the same order of magnitude. The physical reason for 
this will become apparent when the governing equations of motion are developed and analyzed 
later. Such an Interaction can drive one or more of the modes Involved unstable. 

As booster designs become larger, the percentage of structural weight to total weight 
usually decreases. This means the structural vibration mode frequencies will be lower. 
And since the desired rigid-body transient dynamics are relatively Independent of size for 
large boosters, the frequency spread between rigid-body transient motion and the elastic 
vibration modes becomes less. These conditions for severe mode interaction will likely be 
present on some future boosters, making control system design extremely complex and 
difficult since they prevent the designer from carrying out his preliminary design based 
only on rigid-body dynamics. 

There is a school of thought that says by actively controlling the lower frequency vibra¬ 
tion modes, that Is, artificially adding stiffness and damping by properly phased and sized 
control inputs, coupled natural frequencies can be increased to the point where these modes 
no longer have an appreciable Interaction with the rigid-body transient dynamics. The 
validity of this premise Is the primary subject of this report. 

1 
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n Section I the equations of motion describing the transient dynamics of a typical booster 
along a prescribed trajectory are derived. In Section II the kinematic trajectory equations 
*roeo d®vel°ped and time histories of the trajectory parameters plotted. The chosen vehicle 

ass data and elastic characteristics are also given. Section III contains an analysis of the 
orward-loop dynamics; that is, no control loops arc included, section IV considers the 

closed-loop dynamics resulting from the addition of a feedback loop to augment the short- 
period pitch response dynamics. Section V introduces active control of the two lowest fre¬ 
quency elastic modes using a single inner-loop sensor and actuation by the main engine 
ÍTüi v®ctor* The closed-loop dynamics are analyzed for this type control. Section VI 

studies the case where two inner-loop sensors are used in the active control. Section VII 
considers the use of a separate actuating system for the elastic modes consisting of a 
single reaction Jet, leaving the main engine thrust vector for rigid-body control. Section 
VIII contains conclusions and recommendations and Section IX lists references cited in the 
text. 

2 
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SECTION I 

PERTURBATION EQUATIONS OF MOTION 

The essence of the coupling between rigid-body and elastic vibration modes for large 
boosters can be demonstrated by considering only the rigid-pitch and plunge degree s of 
freedom (short-period approximation) and the elastic modes of interest. The analysis will 
be confined to motion in the longitudinal (vertical) plane only, since it is in this plane that 
the predominant forces are developed. The rigid degree of freedom in the direction of the 
vehicle longitudinal axis can be uncoupled from the others by assuming perturbation drag 
is not a function of angle of attack. Thus, the forward velocity is unperturbed by attitude 
changes. This assumption removes any consideration of a “phugoid” mode. It is Justified 
on the basis that change in aerodynamic drag due to perturbations in angle of attack is a 
small force relative to the propulsive and inertial forces; hence, this change has a neg¬ 
ligible effect on velocity history. Also, the system analyzed is one of accelerated motion, 
having no steady flight condition in which a low frequency phugoid mode can manifest Itself. 
The predominant coupling with the two-degree~of-freedom rigid-body motion is provided 
by the low frequency elastic modes in the longitudinal plane. For purposes of this analysis 
only the two lowest frequency elastic modes will be included, thereby assuming the remain¬ 
ing modes to be of sufficiently high frequency to avoid coupling with the rigid-body motion. 
The contribution of these higher-order modes to the sensor signals being fed back to the 
automatic control system can be eliminated by the standard techniques of low-pass filtering 
and, if necessary, gain stabilization. Therefore a four-degree-of-freedom system must be 
analyzed. Later on, additional degrees of freedom will be introduced by the control system 
equations of motion. 

The type of configuration considered is a large, multistage booster with a rigid, lifting- 
payload and rigid stabilizing fins (Figure 1). The assumption of solid propellant, fixed 
rocket engines is made to simplify the analytical description of the forcing functions acting 
on the vehicle. This eliminates consideration of fuel sloshing forces which a liquid pro¬ 
pellant system would introduce. Also, by assuming thrust vectoring by a means such as 
secondary gas injection, the inertial forces which would be present with gimballing control 
engines are avoided. The booster body structure is assumed to be highly flexible and sus¬ 
ceptible to relative motion between structural elements. Such motion will occur in parallel 
mountings of solid propellant cores. 

In deriving the equations of motion based on linearized small perturbations about a given 
trajectory, a right-hand stability (Eulerian) axes system is used, with the x axis aligned 
initially with the relative velocity lying in the x-z plane (see Figure 2). The rigid-body and 
first two elastic mode perturbation equations are (in terms of the generalized masses, co¬ 
ordinates, and forces of the two elastic modes) 

MU(<X-0) = Fj,- MgÖ sin y0 ( I ) 

lyö = My (2) 

w,[5, + 2Ç,Ü>,<», + «VI,]* -Q^ (3) 

*2 [<¡2 •’■Zt,«*’,'!,* -Q2i (4) 

3 
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Figure 1. Basic Configuration 
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Figure 2. Schematic of Elastic Missile 

5 
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The (Mg 0 sin yq) gravity term ai*ises from the motion of the vehicle relative to an inertial 

reference system. It is commonly omitted for attitude stability studies for large boosters, 
since the effects of the flight path coupling into attitude stability (through aerodynamic force 
perturbations) are minor. Therefore, for simpllciation, it will be omitted in the equations 
to follow. Fz» M , Qlz, and Q2z are made up of thrust and aerodynamic terms: 

F 
z 

M 
y 

Fr + 

mt + 

Qt+ °a iT iA 

Q T+ Q A zT ZA 

Referring to Figure 2, it can be determined that 

ft = Ts'n[ 

and for sma1l tan-1—and S , 
a £ 

ton 
-i a£(G,t) 

d£ + Ism 8 ¿ 

ft 3 
Also, 

T^r1L + TS 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

mt3 £eT - i'G.m + t^g8 (id 

Q|T = Fr^,(G) S </>,(6)1 + T</>,(6)8 (12) 

q,t = Fr^<e) 3 ^2IG)t ¿ + t</>2(6)8 (13) 

where </>, (G) and ^>2(G) are the normalized elastic mode deflections of the first and second 

modes at the point of thrust application. Assuming the flexibility to be represented ade¬ 
quately by the first and second elastic modes, the thrust forces and moments can be ap¬ 
proximated reasonably by 

FT S T a-^t) ♦ l8 3 - T [ Pj(G)q, + o-2(G)q2-8] (14) 

6 
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WT = T[i?G'^|1^"^(G-t)+ ^GS] S ^i(G)]^ 

T[^Ga2(G) + 4>2(G)]q2 + t^gS (15) 

-l[ cr|(G)<jÉ>)(G)ql ■*■ cr2 (G)^>l(G)q2] + 1^),(6)8 (16) 

QzTS -l[o; (GJ^tGiq, + a2 (G ) ^>2(G)q2] + T <^2(G)8 ( 17) 

where 

C(G,t) 3 ^(GJq.U) + </>2(G)q (t) (18) 

and 

a£lG£2 3 +i^>q2(, ,= -[ (GlqJ ( 19) 

From Equation 19 it is evident that Oj (G) and 0^(0) are the negative slopes of the nor¬ 

malized mode shapes at the point of thrust application. Explanations of the relationships 
between physical elastic deflections £ ( ) and mode shapes, slopes, and generalized co¬ 

ordinates <^)|, <£2,cr ,cr2 , q(, and can be found in References 1, 2, and 3. 

Attention is next given to the derivation of the aerodynamic force and moment, F . and 
A 

Ma» and the generalized forces Q^A and Q2A* Assuming linear, quasi-steady aerodynamics. 

FA = 
. trL acM(¿) 

T ?" I Sr 
0 da 

ãU)âJi (20) 

where 

ll 
CG ilè-ÈL.L 

U dJL U 
a(£) - a - 

(21) 
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Therefore, 

fa 
2 r rL le) 

pU [0/Sr -77-^ 
Ô rL âCNj(£) 

TT / sr da ( £cg 
0 

•L ¿C.,!/) dC. ti I 

1/ sr -âr~ -?r / sr-^^idi 
áC.Jí) 

■ai Sr —^_CTal£,di 

_q, > dCN(£) . 
U i Sr-^- ^(¿ld£] (22) 

where, in general, the normal force curve slopes of the lifting-payload, booster body, and 
stabilizing fins will be based on different reference areas S » 

r 

The aerodynamic moment M is given by 

M. i 2 r~ acNi£) 
T pU / S' -7^ «cg lãlíldí (23) 

or 

M, 
,L àC^M) i r1 dC„(l) pU’[0/sr_^—UcG^ld,_jL/sr^ 

da UCG-Í|2d£ 

q / sr 

'0 da 
o-lMUCG-i)d£ - ÍL/sr N -4,lU)UCG-i)dC 

+ - if- /sr^^^H£c6-^)d£].(24l 
0 - 'o 

The generalized aerodynamic forces Q1A and Q2A are given by 

^ /*" dFA i , rL àCKIU) 
°,A = / "dT ^i,£)di = / Sr ■#>,(«) 5 (£)di da (25) 

°aA= I 'TT <#■,«) d£ = - 
2 rL <^cNU) 

P U J Sr—J%-4>2(l)a (l)ól. (26) 
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Using Equations 18, 19, and 21, Equations 25 and 26 become 

2 r r , Û -T dC.At) 
pu [“ / --7T J Sr-^ 4CG-£)di iA 

dCj¿t) 

da 

y <?CW(£) q y dCKtU) 
+ t|./ - -thr-ft-t; (¿)dß 

r ^Cw(£) q_ r~ dC.,(C) i 

+ q*J s' do- <r2(ílA<íl,ií - if / Sr ^(í)^(í)dí] ; 
áC„(í) 

(27) 

pu?[a / sr d^ (i)d¿ , A / s _££jsií£l .£)d/r 
1 „ da r* U J da 2 CG 

dCJi) 
2 A 

rL aciM(£) q r" aCJ£) + d, / Sr—^~ rUUfiJDM - ^ f Sr-^—^(¢1^, 
o ^ g* O (1 

(4)d£ 

/*L acN(£) q, rL 2 1 
+ qJ s''^- - if / s^-^- ^,£,di I (28) 

As mentioned above, the reference areas for the normal force curve slopes of the lifting- 
payload, booster body, and fins are, in general, different; however, in this analysis the 
normal force curve slopes at each statio n along the entire vehicle are based on the total 
vehicle planform area S. 

The complete equations of motion describing the vehicle transient response to control 
and gust inputs are obtained by Incorporating Equations 14, 15, 16, 17, 22, 24, 27, and 28 
into Equations 1, 2, 3, and 4 and collecting terms. Application of the Laplace transfor¬ 
mation for zero initial conditions results in the matrix of equations given below. Equa¬ 
tion 29. The column matrix in <tg represents forcing functions due to gust and wind shear 
disturbances which the vehicle encounters during boost. The induced angle of attack history 

<Tg can be obtained by combining known wind shear profiles with known nominal trajectory 
parameters. 

9 
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The coefficients in matrix Equation 29 are defined below. 

Z a 

F 
za 

ze 

Me 

o “ 

^-s rLc 
Iv J N * n 

(^CG )d^ 

Q n ^ 
— [ C ò.dt 7TL 

^DS 
2 

o a 

L 

d/ 

MU / CN^UCG'^)d^ 

ÿ- fCuJeCG-£)‘<* 

o a 

L 

qPS 
/n 

0 a 

L 
r— f é>A£n^-i)óe 
l,u ¿ Na^. CG 

do5 
— Í C ó -£)<i£ u j N _ r2 CG * * 2 o a 

10 
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qDS r 
MÜ~ / CN. d 1 

qDS r~ 
— /cN CT|a¿ + -i- O-, (G) 

M . 
q, 

Qr 
TyU / CNa ^»{ £Cg' ^ d ^ 

y-[i OIIGI^.IG)]- -i- /cN „.(i 
y ó a CG 

-i)di 

F'q. = 2Ç cü + -ÍDÍ. 
' ' Tyju d/ 

i o a 

'q, 

2q, 

= CÜ, - 2 _T_ 
^Z, cr,(G) ¢,(6)- J CN o-^'àt 

o a 

q qS L 

2q. 7n u / cn <^'^>2d£ 
2 o a 

qDs rL, , . r 
' J CN CTi^di - -^T CT,IGI^(G) 

o a 
L 

q r 
M U 

q r~ 
~iï- J CNa ^ 

M q DG r~ 
ly U i CN ^ CG_^^ d y o ci 

M. 

>q: 

L (^G cr2(G) + ^2(G>] - -^-/cN cr2(^ -/)d/ 
7 y o q 

q /* 

Wî.u J CN ^1^2 ■ o Q 

11 
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F 
iq 

2 

2C w + 
2 2 

2 

z 
8 

12 

'. Ml 

2 (G) ^,(0) 

a °i £ 
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SECTION II 

TRAJECTORY EQUATIONS AND ELASTIC CHARACTERISTICS 

For the present purpose an approximation to the trajectory is adequate. So, neglecting 
aerodynamic drag, the acceleration ao tangent to the nominal flight path is given by 

“o3 Mo_tv - 9^y0 (30) 

where Mq is the total launch mass and m^ is the propellant flow or burning rate. The steady- 

state, forward flight velocity tangent to the flight path is 

t t t 

U = / a0dT = T/(Mo- m r) 'dr-g J sin y dr 
oo o 

(31) 

Integration yields 

U 3 J_ hb - gt ,inyo (32) 

Where 

sin/o (33) 

To obtain altitude as a function of time, one has, to an approximation, 

or, 

h 3 •in Xo ) J&V 

M, 

M 
dr 

t 

g «inxo / t sinXodT 
o 

(34) 

h a 
Tstn Xo 

[ /-^ M< 
dr M0“ fnpr ) dr -g-gt ■ (35) 

13 
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Integrating, 

h” {f^Mo + [-^r-t][/-(Mo'mpr)-1 

M 
m (^mo- i)| - ygt2(smyo)' (36) 

which Ijecomes 

h T <3t2 (siny-)2 + 
T $m 

m, { [ I + Xv 
M, 

(M0 -mpf ) 
(37) 

Upon selecting the trajectory yQ as a function of time, Equations 30, 32, and 37 can be used 

to determine ao, U, and h, as functions of time. Knowledge of h implies knowledge of the air 

density p ; therefore, the dynamic pressure qD can be determined as a function of time. 

A total launch weight Mog of 8 x 106 lbs is assumed for the configuration of Figure 1. The 

first stage burning time is taken as 110 seconds with the first stage burnout weight being 

2x10 lbs. Assuming a constant propellant burning rate, the mass flow rate m is deter¬ 

mined to be 1690 slugs/sec. A constant thrust T of 12.26 x 106 lbs is used. P 

The above data are used in Equations 32 and 37 to calculate time histories of U and h. 
Ihese velocity and altitude histories are then used to determine the dynamic pressure 
time history. These trajectory parameters are plotted in Figures 3 and 4. It can be seen 

from Figure 3 that the maximum dynamic pressure qD is 1340 lbs/ft2 and occurs at 
max 

t - 57 5 seconds. From Figure 4 this corresponds to U = 1860 ft/sec and occurs at h = 35,800 
ft as shown on Figure 3. 

Since the most serious dynamic stability problems nearly always occur at the maxl- 
mum dynamic pressure flight condition, the analyses in this report is restricted to this 
U ^ the Problem of providing active control of the elastic modes can lie 
handled at this condition, it certainly can be successfully applied at flight conditions of re¬ 
duced aerodynamic loading. 

The payload for the configuration of Figure 1 is to be a 200,000-lb lifting reentry vehicle. 

The aerodynamic force acting normal to the booster longitudinal axis due to a pertur¬ 
bation angle of attack of off the nominal ballistic trajectory consists of major components 
acting at the center of pressure of the lifting payload and the center of pressure of the booster 
stabilizing fins. The lift forces distributed along the booster body are small compared to 
these two major components and for simplicity will be neglected in the analysis. Typical 

dC (£) 
values of the normal force derivative —— are taken at the q_ condition to be 

o a D max 

14 
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component and 

d a 

acN(¿) 
d a 

C (£) = 0.065 
Na 

Cki (£) = 0. 196 

for the payload 

for the 

stabilizing fins component. These values are based on the total vehicle planform area of 

22,279 ft2. 

Turning now to the elastic characteristics of the vehicle, the assumed mass distribution 
is represented with concentrated masses at eleven stations along the axis. This distribu¬ 
tion is shown in Table 1 and represents the distribution at the maximum dynamic pressure 
flight condition. With this distribution, the center of gravity Is at station 290, and the total 

8 2 
pitch mass moment of inertia about the CG is = 15.297 x 10 slugs-ft . 

TABLE 1 

MASS DATA 

STATION 

l ft ) 

m 

(slugs) 

(^CG ~^ 1 

(ft) ( s I u g s - f t ) 

27 

65 

103 

141 

179 

217 

255 

293 

331 

369 

407 

6220 

2553 

2553 

7600 

7600 

7600 

22,435 

22,435 

22, 435 

22, 435 

27, 435 

Total M = 151, 300 

263 

225 

187 

149 

111 

73 

35 

-3 

-41 

-79 

-117 

4. 290 x 10 W 

1.290 x 10 
8 

.890 x 10 
8 

1. 685 x 10 
8 

.935 x 10 
a 

.404 x 10 
8 

.275 x 10 8 

.002 x 10 
8 

.376 x 10 
8 

1. 400 x 10 
8 

3. 750 x 10 
8 

Total ly = 15.297 x 108 

17 
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Hgure 5 shows the first and second normalized elastic mode shapes to be used in this 
analysis. They are assumed shapes based on the assumed mass distriimtion, and they 
satisfy the following necessary equilibrium conditions: 

h 
I 

¡ = 1 

m(i,^(i) - n V j') a, (•)- A m cp, - 0 ; ^ m <p2 = 0 
i = l 

h 

I 
¡ = 1 

m(i)a(i)a(i) _ n m 9, - 0 

Where i - 1,2,3,.,11 are the mass stations. Other first and second mode shapes which 
satisfy these equilibrium conditions are possible. In order to arrive at unique modes, the 
stiffness distribution El must l>e specified along the vehicle axis. The only specification 
to be put on the stiffness in this analysis is that undamped first and second elastic mode 
natural frequencies are = 1 rad/sec and = 3 rad/sec. With no further information 

on stiffness, the modes of Figure 5 represent typical but not unique first and second elastic 
modes. Typical shapes are sufficient for purposes here. Table 2 is a tabulation of the 
modal data from Figure 5. As will be seen later, the above value for is of the same 

order of magnitude as the booster’s uncoupled, short-period frequency and gives rise to 
a severe mode interaction problem. 

All the data are now available to calculate the coefficients of Equation 29. The transient 
dynamics resulting from the determinant of the square matrix of coefficients in Equation 
29 will be examined in the next section. 

18 
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TABLE 2 

MODE SHAPE DATA 

20 
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SECTION m 

FORWARD-LOOP TRANSIENT DYNAMICS 

Usi.ig the data presented in Section II, the coefficients can be calculated, and Equation 29 
becomes 

( 1860s + 51.6 ) 

.1 143 

-29 3 

8 55 

-1859s I 
2 I 

( s + .0755s) I 

3.27s I 
I 

-196s I 
I 

(-.0647s-4 682) 

( 001326s-.087 ) 

(s ♦ I285S+.3I2 ) 

(-.05175s + 2.013 ) 

(.01933 s-7. 66 ) 

(-.000815s-.0097) 

(-.0482s + 5.107) 

(S +.087S +8 181 ) 

81 -51.6 

042 f ]-.H43i 

8(8) + (-/ ag(s) 

19.721 J 29.3 V (38) 

-19.25 -0.55 

The terms coupling the elastic modes and rigid-body equations are located in the upper 
right and lower left quadrants of the partitioned square matrix. Expansion of the determinant 
in the upper left quadrant gives the uncoupled, rigid-body-only, short-period transient 
dynamics: 

s(s + . 1032s + .1164 ) = s( s2 + 2 Ç w s + w ) = 0. 
*sp sp sp 

(39) 

Solving Equation 39 for and gives 

co = . 342 — — ond sp sec t.p = -151 

hi. 
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Now, the effects of including the first elastic mode will tæ examined. An IBM 7094 digital 
program is used to expand and factor the 3X3 determinant. It yields the following poly¬ 
nomial equation: 

( s - 1.08)(5 + 1.2 8 )( s + .0387s + 1.813)= ( s- )( s - 
isp 

)( s '+ 2 C w s 
ie ie 

Cd 
ie 

) = 0. (40) 

From Equation 40 one sees the first quantitative evidence of the effects produced by mode 
interaction. The quadratic which corresponds to the short-period mode consists of two 
real roots instead of the conventional complex pair. One of these real roots is positive, 
indicating that the interaction has caused the vehicle to exhibit a rigid-body divergence; 
that is, a divergence of the pitch angle 6 . This of course, is intolerable, and one of the 
tasks of the automatic control system, to be considered in a later section, will lie to elim¬ 
inate this divergence and restore acceptable short-period dynamics. The elastic mode 
quadratic in Equation 40 yields a coupled first elastic mode undamped frequencya^e = 1.347 

rad/sec and a damping ratio = .014, which are close to the uncoupled values of = 1 

rad/sec and = .01. Thus, nearly all the adverse effects of the interaction are on Jie 
rigid-body motion; this will not always be the case, as will he seen later. 

By adding the second elastic mode to the system, expansion and factorization of the 
4x4 determinant yields 

(s - 1.31)(5 + 1.54)( s2+ 0236s + I 323)( s2 + ,0615s +9.3) = 

( s - —-)( s- —:—)( s2+2Cws+oj2)(s2+2Cws+cu2)=0. (41) 
T T, ^ie ie ie bze ze ze isp *sp 

It is seen from Equation 41 that the addition of the second elastic mode has not changed the 
basic character of the interaction. There is still the rigid-body divergence, and the coupled 
elastic modos’ undamped frequencies and damping ratios are 

cj ie 1.15 rod 
sec 1 £ = .01 

ie 

tu 
ze 

3.05 rod 
sec .01 . 

It would be useful to see if the term or terms in the equations of motion responsible for 
the severe interaction between rigid-body and elastic motion can be uncovered. To further 
simplify the analysis but without losing the essence of the problem, consider only the three- 
degree-of-freedom system made up of the two rigid-body equations and the first elastic mode. 
The characteristic stability determinant of this system taken from Equation 38 is 
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»Mm, 

( 1860s + 516) 

. 1143 

-29.3 

-1859s 

( s2 + ,0755s ) 

3,27s 

(-.0647s - 

(,001326s 

(s2 + ,1285t 

4.682) 

- .087 ) 

+ .312) 

= 0. (42) 

Equation 42 can l)e expanded as follows: 

[s + ,1285s + .312) 
( 1860s + 51.6) 

.1143 

-1859s 

(s + 0755s) 

-3.27s 
(1860s + 516) (-.0647s - 4.682) 

.1143 (.001326s - .087) 

-29.3 
-1859s (-.0647s- 4.682) 

(s +.07558 ) ( .001326s -.087 ) 
= 0 (43) 

All the terms contributing to the mode interaction (coupling) are contained in the last two 
of the three determinant products of Equation 43. By referring to Equation 29 and the literal 
expressions at the conclusion of Section I, it can be seen that the only elastic parameters 
occurring in these two determinant products are mode deflections and slopes; the elastic 
mode undamped natural frequency and structural damping ratio£^ appear only in the 

first determinant product of Equation 43. It is obvious that if the sum of these two determi¬ 
nant products can be made zero, then the transient dynamics would be determined by 

(s2 + 1285s + . 312 ) 

( 1860s + 5!. 6) -1859s 

43 (s+.0755s) 

= 0. (44) 

The 2x2 determinant in Equation 44 contains the uncoupled, short-period quadratic and is 
completely independent of the elastic properties. In literal terms, the coefficients of the 
elastic quadratic are 

1285 = 2 C ou = 2 C ou + f r A 20jt 
ne te n i 777,0 ^ n 

I O (2 
(45) 

.312 = a,2 = 
o -a /CN - TS-*.'610'.'61- (46) 
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All the terms of Equation 45 are positive since the only values of Cx, of similflcance occur 
Na 

at the lifting-payload center of pressure and stabilizing fins centers of pressure, and iioth 
are positive. The first elastic mode must, therefore, always le positively damped when the 
coupling terms are zero. Furthermore 

uJ , 

^ie “ ai ie 

Ideally, one would like to have 

-3.27s 

(•860s + 51.6) (-.06475 - 4.682) 

.1143 (.0013265-.087) 

-29.3 

Expanding the determinants. 

-18 5 9s (-.0647s - 4.682) 

(s + .0755s) ( .001326s- .087 ) 

= 0. (47) 

-[(3.27K.001326X1860) + (-29.3)(-.0647^53 - [(3.27 6)(51.6) 

+ (3.27)(-.087)( 1860)-( 3. 27 )^0^47 X . 1143 ) - (-29.3)(.001326)(-1859) 

+ (-29.3)(-4.682)+ (-29^^47)(. 07 55)] S2- 87)( 51 6) 

-(3.27)(- )( . 1143 ) - ( -29 3)( - 087X-I859 ) + ( - 29 3 0755)] s = 0 (48) 

where negligible terms have been lined out in Equation 48. Since the roots of the charac¬ 
teristic equation (Equation 43) are also dependent on the uncoupled elements, the only way 
for Equation 48 to hold is to have all coefficients of powers of s equal zero. Consider the 
uncoupled terms of Equation 43, 

( s + ,1285s + .312 ) 
( !860s + 51.6Î 

.1143 

í859s 

(s +.0755s) (49) 
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Expanding in powers of s gives 

sS + .2317s4 + ,4417s3 + ,0472s2 + ,0363s . (50) 

Now, multiplying out the terms in Equation 48 gives 

- 9 94 s 3 + 46 3 s2 - 4730s . (51) 

Comparing like powers in expressions 50 and 51, it is seen that the s3, s2, and s terms of 
expression 50 are negligible compared to those of expression 51. This indicates the dominate 
role played by the coupling terms in Equation 43. If the elastic mode undamped natural 
frequency had lieen at least an order of magnitude greater than the short-period frequency, 
the leverse would tie true; that is, the coupling terms would lie negligible, and there would 
be no instabilities due to mode interaction. 

Writing the coefficients of Equation 48 or expression 51 in terms of the literal expressions 
defined at the conclusion of Section I, gives 

2 o 2 
q DS 

2 r-2 
q nS 

2 r-2 I q rsS L 

[ /cN„*.(¿cG'£ldíi[ /yv^cG£)di-^(V',(G’+,t,,(Gi|! y i o a o o 

2 2 I 
q nS L 
¡*%rl/Vyd£][/CN <r,d£ - -r-fg cr.lG)] 

o ot o cr 

2 s2 *- L L 

+ lyTTZ.U [/CN ^id^][ /CN ,d^][U + “ÑuT /CN ( £CG'^)d ^ 1} 
* O ^ O ^ O Œ 

0 a y o ■’■a 

q^s 
+ ^(G,)](U+ i£r Jcu 'ícG-/,dí]}s (52) 

o a 
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An examination of expression 52 reveals that if the equations 

L 

/cN o 
o a 

and 

L 

I ^ N = 0 
o a 

(53) 

(54) 

can \)e satisfied, then the coupling terms will all be zero. Unfortunately, it is not possible to 
satisfy both equations simultaneously. Assume that by a suitable choice of parameter values 
Equation 53 can be satisfied; then the values of C^, at the lifting-payload and stabilizing 

fins centers of pressure must be equal but opposite in sign. In order for Equation 54 to be 
satisfied under these conditions, the distances from the nose to the centers of pressure of 
the payload and fins must i>e equal - but this is clearly impossible. Thus it is concluded that 
no simple configuration modification can be made to eliminate the coupling terms producing 
the mode interaction instabilities. 
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SECTION IV 

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSIENT DYNAMICS 

It was shown in the previous section that the mode interaction phenomenon has a profoundly 
unfavorable effect on the transient dynamics of the forward-loop. In this section an investi¬ 
gation will l>e made to see what influence the interaction has on transient dynamics when 
stability augmentation is provided by closing the loop with a simple feedback control to the 
thrust vector. 

Let the control system consist of an actuator with a first-order lag, an ideal amplifier of 
gain K^, an ideal pitch rate gyro of gain and an ideal pitch attitude gyro of unity gain. 

This degree of simplification is typical for a “first cut” at synthesis of an automatic flight 
control system. The system block diagram is shown in Figure 6 from which it can be de¬ 
termined that 

0c(s) 

#E (s) 

0F(s) 

0E(s) + 0F(s) 

s+ Kc 

KA Kc 
8(s ) 

( KRs + l)[ô(s) - a, { RG) q,(s ) - a2 ( RG)q2(s )] 

(55) 

(56) 

(57) 

Substituting Equations 56 and 57 into Equation 55 yields 

ec(s) - [ KpS + I ] 0(s) - cr ( RG)[ KRs +l] q((s) 

-VM V -']»,<*>+ ^rir s,,) • 
A K A c 

(58) 

Equation 58 is the control law, and it can be combined with the forward-loop system of 
Equation 38 to yield Equation 59. 
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S 
ci 
U b£i a 
Q 

CJ 
O 

CQ 

E 
0; ■*-> en 
pi 

c^i 

ce 
0) 
U 

s, 
• «-H 

U, 
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( 1860s + 51 

.1143 

-29.3 

8. 55 

0 

6) -I859S (-.0647s - 4.682 )( 01933s - 7.66) 

(s2+ ,0755s )(.001326s - .0 8 7 ) ( - .00081 5s - . 0097 ) 

3.27 s ( s2 +. 1285s + 312)(- 0482s + 5 107 ) 

- I 96s (-.05175 s + ¿.013 )( s2+. 087s + 8.181 ) 

(KRs+l) ~a(RG)( Krs + I ) -t2(RG)(Krs + I ) 

-81.0 

-1.042 

19 72 

19 25 

s +KC 

K A c 

(59) 

The determinant of the square matrix of coefficients in matrix Equation 59 Is the closed- 
loop characteristic stability determinant. The characteristic equation is obtained by ex¬ 
panding this determinant and setting the resulting polynomial equal to zero. 

Recalling that the uncoupled short-period characteristics of the forward-loop were 
tusp= .342 rad/sec and £ s = .151. assume that it is desired to augment this through the 

control loop to values of = 2 rad/sec and £Sp = .5. Neglecting elasticity and considering 

at first only the rigid-body motion, the stability determinant becomes 

(18608 + 51 6) - 1859s -81.0 

.1143 

0 

(s +.07558) -1.042 

( Krs + I ) ( -i-s+ -i-) K. K K A 
Ac A 

= 0 (60) 
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Expanding the determinant, the characteristic equation tecomes 

s + [ Kr + • '032 ] s3 + [. 103 2 K + 1940 K K K + 
c J I- C A C R 

+ [. 11 64 K c + 44 53KaKcKr + I940KaK 

I 164 

A c S + 44.53 K.K = 0 Ac (61) 

It is known that Equation 61 will have the form 

(s + a)(s + bXs > + U) ) 
sp ' = 0 

Expanding Equation 62 one has 

5,+ [2Çsp“sp+ ,o + b|]s3 + [% + ot> ♦ 2Cspvo + 

+ [ "Spla + b) + 2Îspwspob]s + w 'op = o 

b ) 

(62) 

(63) 

Matching coefficients in Equations 61 and 63 gives 

Kc + ^1032 = 2£Sp% + (0- b, 

.I032K + I940K.K K„ +.1164 = oj * + c A C R sp 

"l*64K + 44.53K.K K_ + I940K K = 
A C n Ac 

44.53K-K = w 2 ab . 
Ac sp 

ob + 2isp“,pl0 + b) 

% lot b) + 2Çspu;tpob 

(64) 

(65) 

(66) 

(67) 
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Substituting ujgp = 2 rad/sec and C, ^ = .5 into the above four equations gives 

K - ( a + b) = I 897 (68) c 

. I 032 K + I940KAK KD - 2(a + b ) - ab = 3.884 (69) 
C A o R 

.116 4 K + 44.53 KaKK+I94 0KaK -2ab-4(a^b)=0 (70) 
C A c R Ac 

44 53 KAK - 4 ab = 0 . (7 1) 
A C 

There are four equations and five unknowns. The system of equations can be solved if a 
value is assumed for one of the unknowns. Assume Kç = 10, which is a typical value for 

actuator gain; is taken as constant since and are more easily varied in the 

physical control system. This yields 

a + b = 8.103 (72) 

2( a + b', + ab + 2.852 = 19,400 

4(a + b) + 2 ab - 1.164 = I9.400K + 445.3K K 
’A A R 

4 ab = 445- 3 Ka . 
A 

Solving these last four equations yields 

(73) 

(74) 

(75) 

Ka = .0016; Kr = .618; a = 8.077; b = .027. 

These are the gain values which will give the desired short-period characteristics when 
elasticity is not considered. The two real roots s = -8.077 and s =-.027 yield the decay time 
constants for the actuator and gyro transient behavior. 

To demonstrate the severity of the mode interaction phenomenon In the closed-loop 
case, the first elastic mode will be added to the system. To do this, a location must be 
picked for the rate and attitude gyro package since the value of the mode shape slope 
(j^(RG) is needed at the sensor location. The closed-loop transient dynamics are normally 
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somewhat sensitive to sensor location; but for the time being, arbitrarily select station 
60. At this location, cr^(RG) = .0638. Using the gains determined al>ove, the stability deter¬ 
minant becomes 

(1860s + 51.6) -1859s (-. 0647s-4.682) -81.0 

.1143 

-29 3 

0 

( s2 + ,0755s 

3. 27s 

(.618s + I ) 

(,001326s-.087} -1.042 

( s2 + .l285s + 312) 19.72 

(-.0395s - .0638) ( 62.5s + 625) 

0. (76) 

Expansion of Equation 76 and factorization of the resulting sixth-order polynomial gives 
the following form: 

(s - 1.08 Ks + 1.28)( s2 + .0406 s + l.8l7Xs + lO)s = 0. (77) 

Here it is seen that the interaction has resulted in real short-period roots indltical with 
those of the open-loop case (Equation 40). Also, the elastic mode quadratic is nearly the 
same as in the open-loop case. This result says that although these rigid-body-established 
gain values give the desired short-period response when only the rigid-body motion is con¬ 
sidered, when the elastic mode is added the coupled short-period and elastic mode transient 
dynamics are almost totally insensitive to the control system, reverting back to their 
open-loop behavior. The significance of this result is that the conventional synthesis pro¬ 
cedure of using a rigid-body-only analysis to arrive at “ball park” estimates for various 
control element gains can no longer be used when strong mode interaction exists. The 
“first cut” in preliminary design of a control system for this type of vehicle must include 
the significant elastic modes. 

When the second elastic mode is also included, the characteristic equation obtained by 
using the same gain values as used above is 

( s - 1.31 Ks + l.54)(s2 + .025s + 1.328)( s2 + .0603s ♦ 9.3)( s + 10 )s = 0 . (78) 

This again is nearly identical transient behavior with the open-loop case (Equation 41). 

To see what effect sensor location has on the closed-loop dynamics, assume the gyro 
package is at station 40Ü. This location gives mode slope values of cr^(RG) = (^(RG) = -.032 

(see Figure 5). Again using the same gains, one obtains the polynomials given in Equation 
79 including one elastic mode and Equation 80 including two elastic modes. 
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( s - I O 8 )( s + I.28 )( s2-*-.039s + U8l)( s + l0)s = 0 (79) 

( s - 1.31 )(s + I 54)( s2 + .024s + 1.32)( s2-» ,06ls •*- 9 3X s + 10 )s =0. (80) 

Placing the gyro package at station 304, where cr^RG) = cr^RG) = 0, gives the following 

characteristic equations, including first one then two elastic modes: 

(s-I.08)(s + I28)(s2 + .040s + I.8i)(s+I0)s = 0 (81) 

( s - 1.31 )( s + 1.54)( s2 + ,026s + 1.33 )( s2 + .06ls + 9.3)(s ♦ 10 )s = 0. (82) 

Comparison of Equations 77, 79, 81 and Equations 78, 80, 82 shows that sensor location 
has almost no effect on the transient dynamics in the presence of strong mode interaction. 
However, It should be kept in mind that sensor location is important and has very pro¬ 
nounced effects on transient dynamics when the modal frequencies are sufficiently separated 
to eliminate the interaction phenomenon. In the examples presented here, the interaction 
is so strong that it completely dominates the additional terms introduced by the feedback 
control system. 

The strong interaction between rigid-body and elastic motion creates the unfortunate 
position of not being able to achieve the desired closed-loop- short-period characteristics 
using a conventional approach to design. There is also the disturbing thought that quite 
possibly no combination of gains K^, K^, and exists which will give the desired behavior 

of <ngp = 2 rad/sec and £ Sp := .5. If this proves true, then something more sophisticated than 

rate-attitude feedback must be used (here there is a hint of things to come - namely, active 
control of the elastic modes). 

With the gyro package at station 60, the stability determinant of Equation 59 can be ex¬ 
panded to give 

s* + [ .319+ Kc]»7 + [ 8.63 + 3I9Kc + .1 |4KAKCKR]8*+ [2 61 + 8.63KC 

+ . 114 K.K + .26IK.K K0ls8 + [ - 9.1 +2.6IK + .261 K.K 
Ac AcRJ l C Ac 

+ 11.75 K.K K-V+ [ 2.27-9.IK + ll.75KAK + 3.74KAK K01*S AcRJ l c Ac AcRJ 

+ [- 24.9 + 2.2 7 Kc + 3.74 KA Kc - 30.7 KAKC KR] •* + [-?4.9KC 

-30.7KK - . OO14 3 5 K K K 1« + Í-.00I435 K K | « 0. (83) 
Ac A.cRJ 1 Ac' 
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This is the characteristic equation in terms of control element gains. One would like the 
characteristic equation to be of the form 

U + oXs+b)<s +2Ç5PcW 
s + “w «+ 2C 

V» 

U) le te s + w,e Xs' + zÇ 
= 0 ,e4) 

Expanding Equation 84 and equating coefficients to those of Equation 83 yields eight equations 
with eleven unknowns. Clearly, to solve these simultaneously three of the unknown param¬ 
eters must be known or specified. As before, it is specified that K = 10; also wanted is 

tugp and to be 2 rad/sec and .5, respectively. This reduces the system to eight equations 

with eight unknowns, which has 
unknown gains must be K. = 1.8 

a unique solution. Omitting the details of the solution, the 
and = .618. Unfortunately, the above procedure will not 

in general yield the desired short-period response since there is no way of ensuring that 
the specified frequency and damping ratio will correspond to the short-period mode rather 
than one of the elastic modes. Indeed, as will be seen later, it is the first coupled elastic 
mode which takes on the specified frequency and damping ratio when the above gains are used, 
rather than the short-period mode. 

To help determine if there is any combination of gains K^, Kc, and which will give 

the desired short-period dynamics, a series of root locus plots will 1« made where these 
gains are varied in a systematic manner. The system block diagram of Figure 6 can be 
rearranged into an equivalent form given in Figure 7. The total pitch angle #. as seen by 

the sensor is composed of rigid-body and elastic m< de components and is given by 

0. = 0 - cr, ( RG )q, - cr2( RG )q2 . 

Dividing by (s) gives the form 

0. I 0 9 2 

or 

e¡ 

s, = [(-f-) -VRG )(-¾] 
8/J 8, 

(85) 

(86) 

(87) 

The terms in parentheses in Equation 87 are forward-loop transfer functions and can be put 
in the form 

0(s ) Kg q,(s) _ Nq( q2(s) ^ Nq2 

8(s ) =A0 A } 8(s) = qi A ’ "SÜT = Aq2_Ã~ 

where An, A , and A are numerical gains; and N«, N , N , and A are normalized poly- 
o qt q2 q, q2 

nomials in the Laplace variable s. It is also seen from Figure 7 that 
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Sis) _ 

8,1s] ' s t Kc 

Equation 87 therefore écornes 

(88) 

0. i kakckr(s+it)[AeNe-^IF,G)V V -°-âi«G)A N ] 

( s + Kc ) A 
(89) 

Referring to Figure 7 it is seen that the closed-loop transfer function is 

I + 

I 

(90) 

Disregarding the gyro lag term, the system characteristic equation is 

0 . (91) 

0 given in Equation 89 is the open-loop transfer function. The three forward-loop trans¬ 

fer functions mentioned above can be obtained by applying Cramer’s rule to matrix Equa¬ 
tion 38. When the determinants are expanded, a ratio of polynomials results for each trans¬ 
fer function. These polynomials are then factored to give the forms in Equations 92, 93, and 
94 below. 

0(3 ) _ 1.04(s-l.l48 )( s + .00011 )(s + l.343)(s + .027 ± j 2.86 5) 

8(s ) s(s-l.3l X s + l.54 3)(s + .012 ± j 1.15)( s + . 031 ± j 3.051 ) 

q,(s) _ -19.72(8 - 1.562 )( s + 1.912 )( s - .00235 ± j 2. l83)s 

8(s) " A 

q2(s ] _ -19.25(8 -1.062)( s + l.229)(s + .0156 t j .365)s 

8(3)" A 

where A is the same denominator for all three equations. These three transfer functions can 
be incorporated Into Equation 89 along with the cr^RG) and ct^RG) values for the sensor 

package location at station 60 to give, after further factorization! 

(92) 

(93) 

(94) 
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. "3KaKc Kr(s * 7“ )( 3 + -0000 467)( s - 1.44 )( s + 1.8 )( s .975 ± j 10.25 
R 

s(s + Kc)( s - 1.31 )( s + 1. 54 3)1's + .012 ± j 1.15 )( s + 031 + j 3. O51 ) 
(95) 

Equation 95 is in a form suitable for root locus plots. 

By assuming various values for Kc and K^, the loci can be plotted as a function of gain 

K^. With the use of an IBM 7094 digital computer program, twenty root loci were generated 

in which all significant combinations of the relative locations of the (s + Kc) and (s + 1/K^) 

pole-zero factors were investigated. None of these combinations allowed the realization of 
the desired closed-loop short-period dynamics. Root locus plots for three of the combinations 
of and which gave the most widely differing characteristics are shown in Figures 8, 

9, and 10. (Only the two upper quadrants are shown.) 

It is seen in Figure 8 that for Kc = 10 and = 0.618, the short-period mode remains 

separated into two real roots, one positive and one negative, for all values of KA> For 

Ka = 1.8 the coupled first elastic mode has an undamped frequency and damping ratio of 

oile - 2 rad/sec and = respe cively, which confirms that the analysis of Equations 

83 and 84 (see pages 33 and 34) with these same gain values, will not give the desired short- 
period results. Figure 8 also shows that the two real roots corresponding to the short-period 
mode are extremely insensitive to KA throughout its entire range, zero to infinity. Another 

interesting and unconventional result is that for large KA the frequency of the first elastic 

mode is higher than that of the second elastic mode. In fact, as 1^-00,0^^-00 , while ojg^lO.S. 

In Figure 9 (K = 10; K = -.33) the two elastic modes have loci similar to those in Fig- 
C Jtv 

ure 8. However, there is a range of gains for KA where an oscillatory, albeit unstable, mode 
exists. 

Figure 10 shows a range of KA where there is a stable oscillatory "pseudo” short-period 

mode. However, it does not come close to the desired point of cu = 2 rad/sec and £ = .5. 
SPC 8pc 

This oscillatory mode emanates from the branch formed between a short-period pole and the 
actuator pole and is thus not a true short-period motion as it would be if it came from a branch 
due entirely to short-period poles. In terms of time histories of transient motion, it is of 
little consequence whether the frequencies and damping are true or "pseudo” short-period 
in origin; the histories are a function of the closed-loop roots, regardless of their origin 
from open-loop poles. Other loci plots using moderate variations in Kc and KR about those 

values used in Figure 10 show no improvement in short-period characteristics over those 
of Figure 10. Notice also that it is now the first elastic mode which is unstable while the second 
is stable. The frequencies u), and tu. still exhibit the same trends with increasing K. as 
In Figures 8 and 9. le 2e A 
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jw 

Figure 8. Root Locus of Ôj/ôj 
( Kc = 10; Kr = . 618) 
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jw 

Figure 9. Root Locus of ^/8, 
( Kc = 10; Kr = -.33) 
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ju 

Figure 10. Root Locus of 0¡ / S, 
( Kc = . 5; KR = . 12) 
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It is evident from the many root locus plots generated for the open-loop transfer function 
in Equation 95 that there is no combination of gains K^, Kc, and which will give the 

desired closed-loop short-period characteristics. There is, however, one other facet of 
this system which should lie looked at briefly. Assume, for the moment, that only the rigid- 
body component of the pitch signal is fed back to the controller. This assumes that the 

elastic components can lie separated from the rigid-body component by some suitable tech¬ 
nique such as the McDonnell digital adaptive filter, the Minneapolis-Honeywell gyro blending 
technique, or possibly even conventional filtering if the coupled frequencies are sufficiently 
separated. The open-loop transfer function as given by Equation 89 would then be 

Q 1.04 K K K ( s + )(s~ 1.148 )( s + . 0001 l)(s+l343Xs + .027 ± j2.865) 
Q. a A c R'' K / 

-i- =-: --- . (Qc< 
S, 8, s( s + Kc)(s -1.31 )(s + I. 543 )( s+.0I2± j 1.15)( s + 031 ± j3.051 ) 

After sone “cut-and try” iterations, a combination of values for K and KT1 was found 
c R 

which gave a root locus plot of Equation 96 that would yield approximately the desired closed- 
loop short-pei'od dynamics. This is shown in Figuie 11. Gains of K = 1.75, K =-.286, 

0 Xv 

anC* ^A = provide cu = 2.04 rad/sec and £ = .591. But the surprising result 
spc spc 

here is that for this value the first elastic mode is overdamped, resulting in two negative 

real roots, -.00027 and -1.291. The system is unstable, however, due to the two positive real 
roots, 1.375 and .42. The coupled second elastic mode is only slightly changed from its un¬ 
coupled characteristics; it has = 3.05 rad/sec and Ç2e= .026. It is evident in this case 

that the second elastic mode has only a very slight effect on the interaction phenomenon. It 
appears that were it not for the two positive real roots, this would be a suitable control sys¬ 
tem as far as providing the desired short-period dynamics is concerned. It provides no 
artificial stiffening of the structure, however. In addition, the implementation of either of 
the two sophisticated filtering techniques mentioned above is quite complex. 
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Figure 11. Root Locus of 0/8, 
( Kc = 1. 75; = -. 286; no elastic feedback) 
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SECTION V 

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSIENT DYNAMICS 
UNDER ACTIVE CONTROL - SINGLE INNER-LOOP SENSOR 

The previous four sections have provided the necessary preliminary data and background 
information for understanding the nature of the mode interaction problem for this vehicle. 
It has been shown that the coupling phenomena can cause a rigid-body static divergence for 
an aerodynamically statically stable rigid configuration in the uncontrolled or forward-loop- 
only case. In the closed-loop case the coupling prevents the use of a rigid-body-only analysis 
to arrive at preliminary values for the various control element gains. In fact, even with the 
elastic modes included, desired closed-loop short-period behavior cannot generally be 
achieved with a pitch rate and attitude feedback control unless the elastic components are 
filtered or otherwise removed from the feedback signal. 

This brings up the main topic of this dissertation, namely, active control of the elastic 
modes as well as the rigid-tody motion. There is the theory that if the closed-loop, coupled 
elastic mode frequencies can to increased sufficiently by appropriate control inputs, then 
there should result a lessening of the interaction tetween rigid-tody and elastic motion and 
possibly a simpler overall control system in terms of required component sophistical n. 
Also, other benefits may be possible such as use of a lighter structure due to the added 
artificial stiffness. 

As a first attempt at actively controlling the elastic modes, consider what can be done 
using linear rate and displacement sensing and feedback to the main engine thrust vector. 
In an inertial coordinate system, the linear normal displacement at a point on the vehicle’s 
elastic axis is given by 

z 
CG {£í ~*CG)d ~ ^i(2)q. " ^2(z,q¡ (97) 

Note that this z is a deflection in an inertial system and is not the z of the stability axes 
system. 

Consider the block diagram of Figure 12. The signal coming from the (z/8) transfer 
function is passed through an ideal linear rate and displacement sensor and then through 
an ideal high-pass filter to block the rigid-body components of the signal, which will be 
of lower frequency than the elastic mode components once the total system is successfully 
synthesized. The total pitch attitude signal as sensed by the ideal angular rate and at¬ 

titude gyro is sent through an ideal low-pass filter to yield only the rigid-body component 
of the pitch signal which is subtracted from the programmed input 9 to give an error 

c 
signal. All components are considered ideal purely for analysis convenience. This restric¬ 
tion would, of course, be removed once the basic control system had been synthesized. 
Hopefully, as has generally been true in the past, a scheme workable in the idealized case 
would also work, with reasonable modifications, in a more practical case. 

The diagram of Figure 12 can be put in the equivalent forms shown in Figures 13 and 14, 
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Figure 13. Equival ent System 

Figure 14. Equival er,t System 
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where 
Öj = ( Krs + I )6 (98) 

~z = - Kz ( s I )[ (/)|(z)q| + <^>2 ( z )q. (99) 

[f)- -kz,s + ,|[^(2.(Al)+ 02(z)(-^-)] (100) 

(!)- 

(i)= 

KR (s + -^)( T-) 

-o2(RG)(^) 

-KCKZ(S +I )[<#,,(z)(Al)+ ^)(¾] 

— (—) S + Kc\s I S + K, 

(101) 

(102) 

( I03J 

6: 

(^) = 

kakr(5 + ^)(-t) 

Kz(S-H )[</>,(z 1(¾ +^(1)(¾] 

(104) 

Using notation introduced in Section IV, Equations 102,103, and 104 can be put in the following 
form: 

f) K0Ao (» ♦ IT- ) Nn 
(Zj_\. _R 6 ' kr / 9_ 

0i " A@ N0 - cr, ( RG) Aq Nq - 0"2 (RG ) Aq Nq 
II 2 2 

*c /T \ = -KcKzls^l)[^,,lzlAq|Nq| t ^(z)AqgNqJ 

s + Kc\8 / " ( s + Kc) A 

K (I). KAVe(s^ 

KA 1 " -KI<»+l)[^(z)AqNqi ♦ *,<zlAqNqJ 

(105) 

(106) 

(107) 
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Once a sensor location is chosen and also a value for a root locus plot of the open- 

inner-loop transfer function of Equation 106 can \ye made as a function of sensor gain K^. 

Plots were made for several sensor locations, stations 20, 140, 300, and 420, but the one 
which resulted in the best system is discussed below. This location is Ixady station 140. 
It is seen in Figure 5 that tills is the first anti-node of the second elastic mode. For this 
location, and the same configuration as previously used, Equations 106 and 107 have the 
following numerical forms: 

K 

s + K, 

K 
A 

135.6 KcKz(s + I)(s-3 2±j2.625)( 3 + 3.3l5±j3.8l)s 

(s + Kc)(s - 1.31 X 8 + I.543X s + . 012 ± j 1.15)( s + .03l±j3.05l)s 

' 04 KAKr(S + 1^_ )(s~ 1 ,48)( 5 + 000II X s + I.34 3XS + .027 + j 2.865) 

l35.6Kz<s + I )( s - 3.2 ± j 2 625)( s + 3.315 + j 3. 81 ) s 

(108) 

(109) 

The open-loop transfer function for the outer-loop in Figure 14 is 

K. K 

(h- 

♦ \ & / 

J-) 
K- \ S / 

(MO) 

or, from Equations 108 and 109, 

Q 

8, &■) = 
'•04VcKR (- |(s-1.148 )(s +.OOOII)(s + 1.343Xs+.027± j 2.865) 

[ Closed — - loop roots of inner - loop ] 1 
(IN) 

Notice that there is somewhat of an iteration process required between the root loci of 
Equations 108 and 111 in order to arrive at satisfactory dynamics. That is, the poles of 
111 depend on the closed-loop roots of 108. The root locus of Equation 108 is shown in 
Hgure 15 as a function of K for K = 10. The locus for the first elastic mode is mostly 

in the right-half plane, indicating an unstable condition. The frequency of the second mode 
increases towards infinity with increasing K . However, the first mode frequency is not 

z 
increased much with increasing gain. It is evident that a single sensor feedback on the inner- 
loop does not provide the desired increase in both elastic mode frequencies with increasing 
Kz. The short-period (again, “pseudo” short-period) locus does appear good in Figure 15, 

however, and the outor-loop will tie closed using Equation 111 to see the total system be¬ 
havior. For closed-loop roots of the inner-loop at Kz = .054 (see Figure 15) and for Kr = 

.6 5, the root locus of Equation 111 is shown in Figure 16 as a function of K.. At a gain 
A 

Ka = 39 one has the desired closed-loop short-period dynamics, ui = 2 rad/sec, £ = .5. 
8pc 8pc 

However, the first elastic mode now has a lower frequency than the short-period mode which, 
of course, is unacceptable since the outer-loop is being low-pass filtered. All other relative 
combinations of Kc, Kz, and KR gave worse characteristics than the system represented by 

the loci of Figures 15 and 16. This was verified by considering all relative locations for the 
pole and zero factors containing K and Kn. 

C Iv 
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It has been shown that a single inner-loop sensor providing linear rate and displacement 
feedback does not provide the desired stiffening for both elastic modes. Possibly the job 
can be done with two suitably placed sensors. This will be studied in the next section. 

JOJ 

Kc / J ' 
Figure 15. Root Locus of s \“£~, 

(Kc = 10; sensor at sta 140) 
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]u> 

Figúrele. Root Locus of (0¡/8i) 
< Kc = 10; Kj^ = . 625; * . 054; sensor at sta 140) 
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SECTION VI 

CLOSED-LOOP TRANSIENT DYNAMICS UNDER 
ACTIVE CONTROL - TWO INNER-LOOP SENSORS 

Consider the system shown in Figure 17, where the inner loop now has two sensors pro¬ 
viding linear rate and displacement feedback. Similar to the development of the previous 
section, the system of Figure 17 can be put in the equivalent form of Figure 18, where 

Kc /Ta = ~KcKz0<»'|-|>[^|lto)Aq|Nq|*^(rQ ) Aq¡ Nqj ] 

s + Kc V 8 / ( S K. ) A *,l2‘ 
C 

(A) = At|,Nq' +^lrb)A<i, N<iJ 

Z| ^o(s + l)[</,,lîo,Aq| Nqi * <p2(za) Aq Nq ] 

kakras(9 * 'Kr) Ng 

~K7 (8 + 1 
z b W'b'W * ^<2b>Aq2V] 

(113) 

(114) 

To proceed further, one must specify sensor locations. For the time being arbitrarily 
select stations 300 and 140 for the zft and sensor, respectively. More will be said later 

concerning the effects of sensor location. For these locations, Equations 112, 113, and 114 
have the numerical forms given below. 

s + K, 
-48.8 KcKZq(s+ l)(s -3.15 ±j 2.65Ms +3.29± j3.84)t 

( 8 + Kc)( 8 - 131)( s + 1.543 )( 8 + .012 1)1.15 )( 8 + . 031 ± j 3.051 ) $ (115) 

~ 135.6 K2h ( s + IX8 - 3.2 ± j 2.625XS +3.315 ±j3.8l)s 

48.8KZq (8+1)(8-3.15±) 2.65)(8 +3.29 ±j 3.84)s 

L04 KAKR (, + 'R^)8“u48)(s+ 000i,)(s+)-343)(8+.0271)2.865) 

135.6 )^^(8+1)(8-3.21)2.625)(8 + 3.315 1 j 3.81 )s 

The root locus for Equation 115 is shown in Figure 19. Notice it is nearly identical with the 
locus of Figure 15; however, the gain Kz , is negative for this sensor location. Using closed- 

a 
loop roots corresponding to K =-.144, the open-loop transfer function for the second closure 
is a 
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/_S^\ _ l356KZb( s + l){ s - 3.2 ± j 2.625Xs + 3.315 ± j 3.81 ) s 

( s+.9)(s-2.8 ±j2 25)(s 2.55± j 6. 8)( 3 + 5 ± j 4. 3 ) s (M8 

The root locus of Equation 118 is given in Figure 20. It is seen that the only significant effect 
produced by the second closure is to increase the second elastic mode frequency with increas- 
ing Kz . But this could be done with only the first loop closure by increasing K , as is evi- 

b za 
dent in Figure 19. The second inner-loop sensor has provided no improvement in inner-loop 
characteristics as had been hoped for. Therefore the total closed-loop system will be no 
better than the simpler system of Figure 16. 

Returning to the single inner-loop sensor case for a moment, observe in Figure 15 that 
the frequencies of both elastic modes could be increased if the zero in the right-half plane 
could be moved a considerable distance vertically. This zero is dependent on sensor location 
and is one of the roots of the equation 

)Aq Nq ♦ <k(z)Aq Nq = 0 (119) 

where <£^(z)A^ and cp^(z)A^ are coefficients whose values depend on sensor location, and 

N and N are both normalized fifth-order polynomials in s. Numerous root locus analyses 
4, 42 

were made with the inner-loop sensor at various locations, but no location was f^und that 
would result in stiffening for both elastic modes simultaneously. Even if a location nad been 
found that would do this, when the outer-loop is closed there would always be a branch of 
the locus corresponding to an elastic mode which would terminate on a zero lying on or re¬ 
latively near the real axis. This zero is one of those in Equation 109, which are unalterable 
(short of configuration modification) except for the (s + l/K^) factor, since they are due to 

the (0/8) transfer function. Even though the (s + l/KR) factor is alterable, it still must lie 
on the real axis and will not change the situation. 

Analysis has shown that the comments made above for the single-sensor case are equally 
true for the two-sensor results. It has thus been demonstrated that single or double sensor 
control of the inner-loop cannot simultaneously stiffen (increase frequency) both elastic modes 
with the outer-loop closed, using only single actuation. A possible recourse is to consider 
multiple actuation. That is, provide separate actuating systems for the two tasks of artificial 
structural stiffening and control of rigid-body motion. This will be investigated in Section VII. 
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JÍU 

Figure 19. Root Locus of - . 
8 + Kc 

( Kc ■ 10; sensor at sta 300) 

ii 
8 
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¡u) 

Figure 20. Root Locus of 

(Kr = 10; K . 144; sensors at sta 300 and 140) 
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SECTION VII 

DUAL ACTUATION 

THRUST VECTORING PLUS SINGLE REACTION JET 

By providing a suitably located and phased control force normal to the missile centerline 
and independent of the main engine thrust vector, it would seem possible to reduce the elastic 
displacements ~ resulting in an apparent stiffening of the structure with a corresponding 
increase in modal frequencies. Consideration will be given to the use of a single, dual-acting 
reaction jet for providing this force. 

Assume the force Fr to be linearly proportional to the actuating signal 8 of the valving 

mechanism and positive in the z - direction. 

fr (120) 

where k is the proportionality constant. will produce additional terms in the equations of 

moticii derived in Section I. In particular, Equations 14, 15, lb, and 17 become 

FT = ~ T [ ^, + o-2(G)q2-S] k8r (121) 

MI = ”T{[^G ^.(G)]q.+ [ +(ir'^CG)kSr (l22) 

Q|T = -T[ ai<G)^>|(G)q| ♦ <r2(G)^>|(G)q2-^(6)8] +4>(r)k8r (123) 

OjT = -T [a-|(G)^2(G)q| + <r(G)<£2(G)q2 -^(6)8] + <f>t(r)kbr . (124) 

When the terms containing Sr are incorporated Into Equation 29* one has 
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where Z 
M -6.61 X I0"8k 

M 
Sr 

-iO * n 
-= -6.545 X 10 k(^ ) 

r CG 

i8. 

k^^r) 
- 6 

^n, 
1.61x10 k ^> ( r ) 

28. 

k<k(r) 
1.57 X 10 kcf> (r ) . 

Assuming linear rate and displacement sensing of the elastic motion and first-order lag 
representation of the valve dynamics of the reaction Jet, the closed-loop system takes the 
form shown In Figure 21. The high and low pass filters serve the same function as in the 
previous sections. At this point, a recently developed multiloop analysis and synthesis tech¬ 
nique (Reference 4) will be introduced. The system of Figure 21 can be put in the form shown 
in Figure 22, 

where 

12 
- Kz Kr(z )( s-*- b) 

s + Kr 
(126) 

-KzKr<f)2(zKs + b) 

s + K, 

A c kr(s 
s + K. 

(127) 

(126) 

and b in Equations 126 and 127 is a constant to be determined in the synthesis. 

Omitting the details put forth in Reference 4, the (0/ 0c) transfer function for the system 
of Figure 22 can be developed Into the following form: c 

(1) = 
(i) 

['+(-s-)k(‘ + ¡r:) 
(129) 

where 

(t) = ai) 
- G (—) 

l2'8 • 
0\ A<ii N<ii 

i + 
- Mi) fJL'l *<12% 

*8 Ne Ve 
I + G (—) ' 8, / ♦ Mi) 

(130) 
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Equations 129 and 130 are in a form suitable for root locus analysis involving three suc¬ 
cessive loop closures. These closures are shown in Figure 23. The open-loop transfer 
function of closure 1 contains the (q^/Sp and transfer functions. These are obtained 

by applying Cramer’s rule to Equation 125. 

(I860S+5I.6) -1859s 6.61 X l<5\ (.OI933S-7.66) 

M43 (s +.0755s) 6 55x10’ k( / - 4 ){-. 000815s-.0097) 
r CG 

-29. 3 

8.55 

3.2 7s -I.eixIO^k^r) 

-1.96s 

( -.0482s 5 107) 

-l.57xl0‘8k<A(r ) (s2+.087s+ 8.181) 

860 A 
(131) 

( 1360s + 51.6) -1859s (-.0647s - 4.682) 6.61 X 10 k 

.1143 ( s2+ .0755s) ( .001326s - .007 ) 6.55 x I0'°k(^-^ ) 
r CG 

-29.3 

8.55 

3.27s ($2 +.1285s + .312) -1.61 x I0‘6k<f>( r ) 

1.96s (-.05175s + 2.013) - I.57xl0'*k<£ (r ) 

( 8r ) " I860 A ' (l32) 
By expanding the determinants in Equations 131 and 132, substituting into the open-loop 
transfer function of closure 1, and collecting terms, one has 

-.538 X l0'6kK2Kr(s+ b) {-[ 3<¿>,( r)<£,(z) + 2.92<^>2(r )</>2(z )] 84 + [^,(z )(. 194 

-.003( --£CG) - .488(^(1-) - . 141 ^>2(r ))+<^2(z )(-. 0565 +.00239( ^C6) 

- 155(6( r ) -. 678 <f> [ r ))] *3 + f á(z)(.03l2 + .0353( X -A) -24.85 d>(r) 
1 * * L 1 I ' f QQ • ( 

+ 14.9(6 (r)) + (6 (z)(-.003 -.0102( ^ - ¿ ) + 6.03(/>(r)-1.275(^(r))1 s* 

+ [^.(zíí 1.873-.0422(^ )-1.95(6 (r ) + 1.19 <6 (r )) + (6(z)(-.408 
L 1 rCG • ri'ra' 

+ .00926( i-j2c6)+.124^(r )-.865(^(r))]s+[^(z )(.1673+.344 

-3.07^( r )+.877(^( r)) + ^(1)(-.0192-.0748( ^r~^QQ) ^2.92^( r) + 7.33r))]} • 
( » + Kr )A (133) 
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CLOSURE I 

K.K K A« 
A c R a (s)[cio«ed-loop roots of closure 2 

R 

(• + kcia[ Closed - loop roots of closure 1 

CLOSURE 3 

6 

e 
Figure 23. Buil.d-Up ^by Successive Loop Closures 
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It is evident that the zeros of Equation 133 are complicated functions of sensor and actuator 
locations. In order to perform closure 1 through root locus analyses of Equation 133, it is 
necessary to have numerical values for the open-loop poles and zeros. This requires that 
specific locations be chosen for the linear sensor and reaction jet actuator. 

Twenty-four different combinations of sensor and actuator locations (tabulated in Table 3) 
were analyzed. The only combination which provided suffering for both elastic modes was 
the sensor at station 39 and the reaction jet at station 140. For this combination, a root locus 
of Equation 133 is shown in Figure 24. Kr and b are taken as 10 and 3, respectively. One 

sees that the elastic mode frequencies can be increased at least a factor of 10 for suffi¬ 
ciently high gain. In this first closure the fact that the second mode is unstable along with 
a positive real root is not necessarily unacceptable since there are two more loops to be 
closed before the final closed-loop dynamics are determined. Also, as would be expected, 
this closure produced very little effect on the real roots corresponding to short-period 
motion. 

TABLE 3 

SENSOR-ACTUATOR COMBINATIONS 

CASE 
SENSOR 
STATION 

ACTUATOR 
STATION 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

56 

140 

188 

236 

56 

140 

18? 

236 

56 

140 

188 

236 

56 

56 

56 

56 

140 

140 

140 

140 

188 

188 

188 

188 

SENSOR 
CASE STATION 

ACTUATOR 
STATION 

13 56 

14 140 

15 188 

16 236 

17 56 

18 140 

19 188 

20 236 

21 186 

22 39 

23 231 

24 55 

236 

236 

236 

236 

395 

395 

395 

395 

56 

140 

140 

188 
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jeu 

Figure 24. Root Locus of Equation 133, Closure 1 
( K = 10; b = 3; sensor at sta 39; jet at sta 140) 
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Closure 2 Is made on the following open-loop transfer function contained in Equation 130: 

e -G [Q\ _ 
'2 ^ 8r / An N B "B 

B_\ AqZ Nq2 

8r / A Q Nq 

' + G,2 (37) + gf) 

Incorporating the expression for G12 and G.. and the closed-loop roots of closure 1, the 
equation for closure 2 becomes 

KzKr(s+b)N0 [ </>((z)Aq) Nq( ♦«^(zlAq Nq ] 

__' _Z 2 

Ng[ Closed-loop roots of closure I ] 
(134) 

where is the numerator polynomial of (0/8r) and is obtained by another application of 
^r 

Cramer’s rule to Equation 125. 

Nn = 6.61 t 10 * K ( s - 1.346)( s - 28.121 )( s + 1.513 X s +. 3 ± i 3.648 ) s . (135) 
X 

As indicated on Figure 24, for a gain of kK = -17.8 x 10®, the closed-loop roots of closure 
1 are: 

(s + 3.01 )( s - 1.229X8 + I.645X 8 + 6.7 ± ) 29.8)( s- 2.7±j 50)« . 

This gives the following numerical form for Equation 134: 

I.II5 x I07(S« 3Xs - I.348X s - 28.121 Xs ♦ I. 513 X 8 + .3±j 3.648) 

x (s + .00817±j 2.504)(8 -1.612)(8 + 2.005)8* 

(s- 1.148 X s + .00011X8+ 1.343 )(8+.027 +j2.865Xs + 6.7±j29.8) 

x(s-2.7± j 50X 8 + 3.01)( s - I. 229X 8 + 1.645)8 

The closed-loop roots of Equation 136 and thu&i closure 2 are 

( 8+ I07X 8 + 2.99 5)(8 + 2.001)(8 + 1.515)(8 -.001 )( 8 - I.345X 8-1.616) 

x (s- 2 8.118 X8 +.006 ±j 2.5)( 8 + .3 ± )3.64)8 
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From the open-loop transfer function expression for closure 3 given in Figure 23 and 
using the above numerical values, the equation for closure 3 is 

,‘°4KAKc Kr(S + if' )<s + ,o7)(s + 2.995)( s + 2.001 )( s + 1.515) x 
R 

(s-.00lXs - 1.345)( s - I 6I6MS-28. M8)(s+.006±j2.5)(s+.3± j3.64)s 

(s + KcXs+l.543Xs-1.31)(8+.012 ±jl.l5)(8 + .03l±j3.05l)(s+6.7±j298) ' 

x ( s -2.7 ± j 50 )( t + 3.01 )( s + 1.645 )( s-l.229)s2 

A few attempts at synthesizing an acceptable system through root locus analysis of Equa¬ 
tion 137 quickly brought out the hopelessness of the task. A typical plot shown in Figure 25 
will be used to illustrate the difficulties. All other attempts using various values for K 
ant* sarne difficulties discussed below. c 

Clearly, the system of Figure 25 is unstable due to four closed-loop roots in the right-half 
plane; and there is no apparent combination of values for K and KR and compensating poles 

and zeros which could be introduced to stabilize the system. Also, all meaning associated 
with short-period and elastic mode components of the transient dynamics has been lost. 
There is no short-period mode which can be traced as emanating from the, not two, but now 
four open-loop short-period poles. There are now four pairs of complex open-loop poles 
corresponding to the two elastic modes— again, the identity of closed-loop first and second 
elastic modes is lost. 

The design philosophy which was adopted in the beginning of this investigation and which 
has been touted by others interested in the general problem of mode interaction has proved 
invalid. Using auxiliary control inputs to increase the frequencies of the elastic modes 
sufficient to reduce the interaction in the forward-loop is a false notion. The fallacy in this 
philosophy is that the frequencies which are being increased are the closed-loop, coupled 
elastic mode frequencies and not the free-free bending mode undamped natural frequencies, 
which are unalterable, short of mass and stiffness modification of the basic-vehicle structure. 
And it is these free-free bending modes which are producing the mode interaction with the 
rigid-body motion. Thus, this is the reason the active control has failed to result in effectively 
decoupled elastic and rigid-body dynamics as had been intended. 
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]U) 

Figure 25. Root Locus of Equation 137, Closure 3 
(1^ = 10; b = 3; kKz = -17. 8 x 108; Kc = 1; KR = . 286; 

sensor at sta 39; jet at sta 140) 
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SECTION vm 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The major conclusion drawn from this investigation is that the active control philosophy 
of using auxiliary control inputs to increase the frequencies of the elastic modes sufficient 
to reduce the mode interaction in the forward-loop is a false notion. It is the free-free bending 
modes which interact with the rigid-body motion, and input forces cannot alter their mode 
shapes and frequencies. They can be altered only by mass and structural stiffness changes 
to the basic vehicle. The input forces result in changes to elastic mode couples frequencies 
and damping ratios which do not affect the mode interaction phenomenon as defined in this 
report. 

2. The mode interaction phenomenon is a direct result of aerodynamic coupling between 
free-free elastic modes and rigid-body degrees of freedom and can be reduced only by 
relocation of aerodynamic surfaces, reduction in aerodynamic surface area, increase in 
free-free elastic mode frequencies by mass and stiffness modifications of the structure, or 
combination of the three cures. 

3. Preliminary control system design must include the significant elastic modes when 
mode interaction is present. A rigid-body-only synthesis will not yield “ball-park" values 
for the control element gains. The interaction can cause a rigid-body static divergence for 
an aerodynamically statically stable configuration in the uncontrolled or forward-loop- 
only case. 

4. In applying multiloop analysis and synthesis techniques (such as those put forth in Ref¬ 
erence 4) to vehicles susceptible to severe mode interaction, one discovers that many of the 
open-loop poles and zeros in the various loop closures are extremely close together. This 
presents the distinct possibility that slight changes in parameters can alter the relative 
locations of these poles and zeros and thus drastically affect the system closed-loop dynamics. 

5. It is meaningless to specified desired transient response in terms of closed-loop short- 
period frequency and damping ratio as a criterion for control system synthesis when the ve¬ 
hicle is subject to severe mode interaction. In that case, the closed-loop modes cannot be 
identified as being elastic or rigid-body in the conventional sense, so new synthesis criteria 
are needed. Perhaps a better approach would be to specify desired time histories for the 
various output variables such as a, a , q^ and q2. 

6. Active control of elastic modes for the worthy purpose of load reduction can likely be 
achieved through control design if little mode interaction exists. The main advantage of such 
control would be to augment elastic mode damping, thereby reducing loads; it cannot be used 
for relieving mode interaction in the forward-loop. 

7. It is Important to start control system synthesis with a valid control philosophy. Servo 
techniques such as used herein can Just as readily be applied to an invalid philosophy, but 
one will waste considerable effort trying to arrive at a workable system which is not attain¬ 
able with the erroneous philosophy adopted at the start. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. In future large Ijooster designs the lifting surface area should be reduced to an absolute 
minimum to avoid severe mode interaction. Lifting surfaces should not be used to provide 
static stability, if avoidable; thrust vector control should be used. 

2. One should take care to have a valid control philosophy before proceeding with detailed 
synthesis; although, as was the case in this study, synthesis attempts may be required to verify 
or reject the philosophy. 

3. Work should be devoted to developing new transient dynamic response design criteria 
for vehicles exhibiting severe mode interaction. The concepts of closed-loop short-period 
and elastic modes of motion are mostly meaningless in this situation — particularly so when 
multiple control inputs are used. Criteria in terms of output time histories may be more 
appropriate. 

4. When mode interaction exists, the effects of including the longitudinal equation of motion 
in the x-direction should be evaluated in order to verify the use of the two-degree-of-fi*eedom 
short-period approximation to the rigid-body equations of motion. 

5. Although the basic forward-loop coupling cannot be actively controlled, research is 
needed to arrive at a control philosophy which will eliminate mode interaction instabilities — 
the approach outlined in Reference 5 using optimal control theory appears promising and 
should be tried on the mode interaction problem. 
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